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Introduction

Skin cancer is one of the most common types of cancer, melanoma being the
most deadly form of skin cancer [3]. The treatment of melanoma benefits tremendously from early detection, survival rates quadrupling with an early treatment
as compared to a late detection and treatment [3,1]. Thus, society has a lot to
gain from improving the (early) detection of skin cancer, and melanoma specifically. Computer-aided diagnosis systems could help with this, by improving the
early detection accuracy and lowering the threshold for patients to get a first
assessment. However, such a diagnosing model usually outputs nothing but a
classification, making it difficult for both doctor and patient to understand and
accept the outcome. To increase both the performance and explainability of the
model, we propose the integration of clinically-relevant features into the task of
skin lesion classification in a multi-task framework.
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Methods

The integration of these clinically-relevant features is done by building a multitask neural network, where relevant features serve as auxiliary (guiding) output
next to the main classification output. This multi-task framework guides the
network during training as well as serving to increase the model’s explainability
during testing. The latter is done by indicating the presence or absence of these
relevant features, thereby ‘explaining’ the main classification output. Several
data augmentation techniques, including GANs, are analyzed for the purpose
of truthfully increasing the number of images for different skin lesion classes,
thereby reducing overfitting.
When an expert performs a first assessment of a skin lesion, it focuses on certain
features of the lesion that could be a sign of malignancy (melanoma). A common
used method is the ABCDE-rule [4]. We annotate the dataset of the ISIC Challenge 2017 [2] with the presence of the first three of these features (Asymmetry,
Copyright c 2019 for this paper by its authors. Use permitted under Creative Commons License Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0).
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irregular Borders, multiple Colours) in each skin lesion image, since these can
be derived from 2D images with no extra information about scale or temporal
change. This information is then provided to the network as auxiliary output
to train on, next to the main ground truth classification (classifying malignant
melanoma and two benign skin lesion types). Next to this multi-task network
using clinically-relevant image features, we experiment with another multi-task
network using segmentation masks of the images as auxiliary output, as these
provide valuable and detailed information about some of these clinically-relevant
features (the asymmetry and border shape).
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Results

We find that the combination of classic data augmentation and GAN data augmentation works best for the classification performance, the latter generating
realistic results that follow the diagnostic criteria for each class. Using ABCfeatures as auxiliary output, the classification performance does not improve.
Instead, for a specific benign skin lesion class, nevus, performance decreases. We
find that the (malignant) melanoma class does significantly benefit from the use
of segmentation masks as auxiliary output.
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Discussion

The class that is negatively influenced by the addition of ABC-features as auxiliary output, nevus, is possibly not able to retrieve useful information from them:
the other two classes are annotated to either have the highest presence of ABCfeatures (the malignant melanoma class), or the lowest presence (a benign class).
The nevus class falls in between, and we suggest it does therefore not benefit
from the added features. Instead, these might ‘distract’ the network from learning the right features to classify nevus images.
The finding that the (malignant) melanoma class benefits from the use of segmentation masks as auxiliary output is according to our hypothesis: this class
can be distinguished from the other two by its asymmetrical shape and irregular
border (the other two typically having symmetrical shapes and regular borders),
information that is present in the segmentation masks.
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